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Chemaid’s Internally Developed WiSys tools include: 

Operations KPI Dashboard: 

Displays year to date information of Labor Efficiency, Machine Efficiency and Production Data for the previous date. 
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CH Shop Order Reconciliation:  

This is a split screen in Agility Explorer. The Top of the screen is a Dialogue Form that displays header information for a shop order. From this top part the user 

can report Labor hrs for shop order, end the shop order and print a Crystal report document for the records. The bottom section has a process grid that 

calculates the amount of loss per material at the end of the shop order and reconciles the loss against the qty issued to the order and what was actually 

produced. From the bottom section the user can open secondary screens that display what other orders used the same component, the transaction log of that 

component for that order (Issues/Returns) and finally report material scrap for all or selected components on the grid which gets posted in Macola. 
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CH Units Calendar:  

Displays the units produced daily by Shift in a calendar format for Production Manager Reviews on a Daily basis. 
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CH JIT Picking Requirements: 

 Displays a list of components to be pulled for production shop orders. The orders are placed by users through scanners and then drop on this GRID. It displays 

the availability of the components and updates the status of the picking process to reflect if the component is being picked. Once the picking request has been 

completed it drops to the lower part of the grid and keeps a log of who picked the component and what time. This screen works in conjunction with 2 other 

Agility WMS handheld applications. 
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